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As a researcher at the Harvard Business School, I’m not going to assert that 
education has a lot to learn from business, because I think education is far more 
complicated and operates in a very different context.

But what one of my colleagues, Clayton Christensen, has been studying for quite 
a while is why it is that fundamental change—even in business—seems almost 
impossible to accomplish. At the time he started his research, his hope was that if 
he could understand why fundamental change was so difficult to achieve, he could 
then point to ways to solve the problem and create change. The theories that have 
emerged from his research relate to theories about how organizations introduce 
and respond to innovation and new demands, and therefore hold promise for 
helping to frame how our public schools might improve as well. This paper looks 
at those theories and their application to public schools.

Public education is a complicated and multiheaded beast; there is no single root 
reason for its being mired in mediocrity. Our search for fundamental causality, aided 
by this body of theory on organizational capability, has revealed five prominent 
culprits. Following some background information to help clarify the discussion, I 
will go through four of them here: disruption in education, the multiple jobs our 
schools are asked to do, interdependence in schooling, and computers in the 
classroom.

The Theory of Disruption

We begin with the theory that has helped us best understand why businesses have 
struggled to introduce fundamental change: the theory of disruption.

Looking at education in this way shows us that our schools have improved 
over time when viewed on the correct dimension of performance. This is a 
trend that is not at all unique to schools. In our research, we have observed 
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that the trend of dominant players constantly improving holds true in virtually 
all industries. Focusing on Figure 1, we see that there are two trajectories in 
every market. First there is the performance that customers can utilize or absorb 
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over time, which increases gradually. To illustrate this, think of cars. Each year 
car companies give us new and improved engines that can go faster, but we as 
customers can only utilize so much of the improvement because of speed limits. 
Going back to Figure 1, we also see that the second trajectory—the pace of 
technological progress—increases much faster over time. As an example, think 
about the early days of word-processing programs. Someone would start typing, 
and the computer would have a difficult time keeping up. Over time, however, 
Intel has improved computer-processing power markedly, and it now greatly 
outpaces what all but a few customers can use when they type. The innovations 
in Intel’s chips are sustaining innovations. Sustaining innovations have the same 
effect on the market because each improvement follows the same trajectory. In 
this scenario, incumbents stay on top of the market as they generate growth by 
offering better performance on this dimension of performance. With this model, 
it doesn’t matter how technologically difficult the product is. If businesses can sell 
better products for better profits to their best customers, they’ll figure out a way 
to do it.

Looking at Figure 2, we can see that the back plane is equivalent to Figure 1. 
Located in the back plane are products that are typically complicated and 
expensive, such as IBM mainframes.
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Sometimes, however, a different sort of innovation comes along, which is 
not considered an improvement when measured against the old metrics of 
performance, but could take root in a simple affordable application and intersect 
with mainstream needs somewhere down the road. This is a disruptive innovation 
(see front plane of Figure 2). Examples of these disruptive innovations include the 
Apple IIe, the Canon desktop photocopier, the Bell telephone, the Sony transistor 
radio, and Southwest Airlines. The Apple IIe was disruptive because it could not 
be used by any of the existing computer customers; therefore, it was originally 
marketed as a toy for children—previously “non-consumers.” The product took 
hold with the non-consumers because for them, something was better than 
nothing.

Reliably, the disruptive innovation improves as well, but it also begins to suck 
applications from the back plane of competition into the front plane as it improves. 
In this scenario, incumbents struggle to respond because their priorities favor 
continuing to make sustaining products. The profit margins on these new products 
are generally low, and established customers aren’t usually interested in these 
new innovations anyway.
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Defining Measures of Improvement

When properly defined, the dynamics of disruption and competition typically 
become crystal clear. The vertical axes of the disruption diagram (see Figure 
2) reflect what is profitable and attractive to the companies in an industry. For 
example, in retailing, we measure gross margins on the vertical axis. Retailers are 
always motivated to improve gross margins—which is why Target and Wal-Mart 
are stretching up-market and moving into higher-fashion clothing and allocating 
less and less floor space to hard goods.

In airlines, the vertical axis is the length of the route. Because of the high fixed 
costs associated with turning planes around at the gate, long routes are much 
more profitable than short routes. This explains why the major airlines are in 
crisis—they focus their aircraft on longer and longer routes, where the market 
is not big enough to support them all. Meanwhile they are turning their shorter 
routes over to regional airlines operated by Skywest, Republic, and Mesa. The 
regional airlines, with an economic model that can make money on short routes, 
are stretching to longer and longer routes—because longer routes are more 
profitable for them, too, relative to their profit model.

Disruption in Education

And so we now turn to schools, which have also constantly improved over 
time. The definition of improvement for schools is not some generic measure of 
quality but is based on the political or societal importance of its programs. In any 
one community, some programs are intensely important while others are less 
important. A brief run through the history of schools will help illustrate what is on 
the vertical axis of schools and how they have improved over time.

The first American graded school appeared in the mid-1800s, and schools as we 
know them began coming into their own in the twentieth century and moving 
up-market. In 1905, only one-third of children who first enrolled in grade one 
entered high school; even fewer graduated. By 1930, 75 percent were entering 
high school and 45 percent were graduating. Schools began the social promotion 
of children instead of holding them back if they didn’t pass.

As a result, schools’ “jobs to be done” expanded quite a bit—from a strict and 
limited academic curriculum of Latin and similar fare to basic academic classes; 
vocational offerings, such as stenography and shopwork; and music and art. By 
the end of the Second World War, we had comprehensive high schools, which 
communities had demanded.
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In the 1950s, language studies included Spanish and French, along with Japanese 
and German in what were considered the best schools. Sports expanded from just 
a few for boys to many for all. Whatever jobs had to be done in the community, 
schools generally figured out ways to incorporate them into the curriculum for 
the vast array of students from all populations. Schools became very complex 
and expensive, with a wide array of offerings. They were responding to precisely 
what society wanted: breadth and depth of courses and offerings to serve more 
and varied students. This constituted the vertical axis.

But this definition of improvement necessarily changed in 1983 with the 
publication of the Nation at Risk report. Although some people had already begun 
to recognize it, especially as the Japanese economy disrupted our own, many 
others—content up till then—finally woke up and realized that while we had all 
of these offerings, many of our students were not performing particularly well in 
any of them. Indeed, test scores were declining.

Now, what would we expect to happen at this juncture? In a business scenario, 
new structures would emerge, with business models that would not be as 
complex or expensive as existing ones but that could better tailor services to the 
new performance demands. Unfortunately, however, that could not happen in 
education because public schools are essentially a monopoly. In this environment, 
there are no non-consumers that new businesses can target that would encourage 
a school not to react to any new competitors—such as charter schools—as 
disruption would properly allow.

But even on this new dimension, schools have improved. Test scores are going 
up, though wrenchingly. And though schools try to keep a vast array of offerings 
for students, the new rules of the game—especially No Child Left Behind—
cemented the fact that money is tied to scores. So now, because schools must 
make decisions on what to keep and what to cut, they end up cutting things that 
are “extraneous”—that don’t help them move up-market within their community 
and raise test scores.

This is the first root cause of schools’ struggles that we have identified. We 
changed the metric on which schools are judged, and schools are improving—but 
they weren’t built for this.

Multiple Jobs Society Hires Schools to Do

A second root cause of schools’ struggles is that we “hire” schools to do a myriad 
of jobs. There are virtually no products or services that can perform well on 
multiple jobs; thus, you often hear people say, “If we could just agree on the true 
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purpose of education in schools, we could optimize them for that and solve the 
problem.”

But this is wishful thinking if the goal is to serve everyone. When asked about 
this so-called true purpose, educators come up with several things, which each 
stakeholder prioritizes differently. All of these things are important if we are 
serving all children because different children learn differently, come in with a 
different knowledge base, and have different needs. Therefore, we need to find 
a way to effectively customize a learning experience for each child. This brings us 
to the third root cause.

Interdependence

Schools are highly interdependent, which mandates a standard curriculum. For 
customized offerings, we need a modular architecture. Let’s look for a moment 
at how industries evolve.

In a market’s infancy, when a service or product is not good enough as is and 
underperforms the majority of customers’ needs, the architecture of a service 
needs to become integrated or interdependent in nature. When considering the 
IBM mainframe, for example, each piece had to be knit together to optimize 
performance. Operating systems, logic circuitry, and core memory had to 
be interactively designed to maximize performance. A change in one piece 
necessitated changes in all the others, and these interdependencies were not always 
predictable ahead of time, so all pieces had to be designed in lockstep together. 
Modular, nonintegrated organizations in this context produce underperforming 
products that customers will reject.

Now let’s consider what happens when the functionality of available products 
overshoots what customers in the less-demanding tiers of the market can use 
because the technology has matured. In this case, different types of innovations 
are required to best serve them. No longer will making better products along 
the traditional performance measure help these customers; in fact, an integrated 
architecture becomes burdensome for an organization since it is inflexible. Sound 
familiar?

In this new context, what customers want are things that allow the producer to 
customize a product or service to their individual needs. The question is, how as 
an organization can we do that? The answer is modularity. To compete with speed, 
convenience, and customization, the architecture of the product or service needs 
to be modular. Modularity allows companies to upgrade one piece of the system 
without having to redesign everything; and in a world with mature technology, 
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the customers don’t need the best thing out there—they just need something 
that is good enough. This allows organizations to mix and match components and 
subsystems to tailor the features and functions of their products to the needs of 
individual customers.

In this world, a vertically integrated IBM doesn’t do so well. Industries formerly 
dominated by large, integrated companies tend to be dominated instead by a group 
of nonintegrated, specialist companies. For example, in the days of the dominance 
of the IBM mainframe computer, all its components and subcomponents were 
made by IBM. But today, peeling the cover off a Dell reveals that each component 
is made by a different company. This allows Dell to invite its customers to 
custom-specify the features and functions they want, and to assemble and deliver 
a computer within forty-eight hours. Dell’s strategy relies on competing on a very 
different performance measure from the one that prevailed in earlier years, when 
computers were not yet good enough.

Applying Modularity to Schools

So the question is, Are students overserved by schools? This feels like a strange 
question to ask, given the fact that we’re always talking about how schools need 
to get better, but the answer is, most certainly.

Again, if we frame the vertical axis as offerings important to the community, we see 
schools offering tons of services. However, we must realize that not all students 
in primary schools need all those extra services, from the accessories to the 
excessive core offerings—such as reading tutors, counselors, and other services 
that schools tack on for certain students who need more help or, alternatively, 
enrichment programs for gifted students. And not all students in high school can 
possibly take all of the courses offered.

So the answer is that we are in an overserved world, and yet U.S. public schools 
have remained very interdependent—and when organizations are interdependent, 
standardization rather than customization results.

How are schools interdependent? From the school building to the number of 
teachers to the classrooms, the school controls virtually everything, and all these 
things must interact with the others in specific ways to get optimal performance. 
I am going to focus on one particular aspect of this. 

No one learns material in exactly the same way, and the way students get their 
learning is through a teacher. Because of the traditional model in which a teacher 
has to work with many students in a class, the teacher has a limited time frame in 
which to cover all the necessary material.
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Therefore, the teacher can only use a certain number of methods to teach the 
material, which doesn’t account for the fact that each student has a different 
amount of existing knowledge on the topic, learns at a different pace from the 
others, and requires different methods for learning.

In this way, students in schools are underserved. While they cannot possibly take 
advantage of—nor do they need—all the vast offerings in a public school, they 
lack the ability to get customized offerings that would best suit their needs. For 
example, for some people, seeing a physics equation on the board explains the 
world to them. For others, however, they try desperately to memorize it to pass 
an exam, only to forget the general principle. Is the second student stupider than 
the first? Perhaps he or she just needs physics to be taught in a different style.

The interdependence of schools is contributing to our schools’ struggle to improve. 
The question then is whether there’s another way to accomplish customized 
learning, in which students in a school could pick what classes they need, whose 
offering of it they would like to take, what materials will work best for them, 
what teaching styles will match their learning styles, and at what pace they need 
to move to make the learning best-suited for them. A modular architecture in 
schools could allow this to happen.

Computers in the Classroom

The last thing I want to discuss is another root cause of our schools’ struggles to 
improve, but this one bleeds into a solution, which will suggest a way to counteract 
all four root causes.

Computers have made a huge impact in virtually every field outside of public 
education. Students use them outside the classroom and learn from them, but 
they do little inside the classroom. The problem is certainly not that there are 
not enough computers—we have plenty. By 1995, the average public school 
had 72 computers available to support instruction. By 2003, this average had 
nearly doubled to 136. And whereas in 1998 there was an average of 12 students 
for every one instructional computer with access to the Internet, by 2003, that 
number was down to nearly 4. We’ve wasted billions of dollars on computers. 
Why? Because we’ve crammed them in. To understand, let’s return to the 
disruption theory diagram.

In the 1950s, RCA produced radios using vacuum-tube technology. Sony, which 
had the newer but less powerful transistor at its disposal, knew that any effort 
to compete head on with RCA would have ended in disaster. Therefore, the 
company chose to compete against non-consumption by creating a portable 
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transistor radio and marketing it to a previously untapped consumer group—
teenagers. Though this product didn’t appeal to existing consumers because of 
its poor sound quality, it was well received by this alternative group because of 
its low price and because it was better than nothing. Sony was successful in its 
plan—and this is what we’ve found for all disruptive technologies. And though 
transistors started out as not good enough for the top tiers of the market, they 
certainly are now and have disrupted and displaced vacuum tubes in all but a few 
applications. Now let’s think about this in terms of education.

Computer-based educational software is clearly not as good as a teacher, so we 
wouldn’t want it to compete head on with the traditional notion of class. But 
could we employ it to disrupt class and improve education? I think the answer is 
yes.

With the new emphasis on tests and the confluence of budget cuts and regulations, 
schools often find themselves having to cut out programs that we would like 
students to have. What’s more, rural schools often cannot get qualified teachers 
as required by NCLB to teach specific subjects. This is a great opportunity; 
rather than cut classes, let the computer teach them for you. Programs currently 
using computers in such a way include Apex Learning and Virtual High School 
in Massachusetts. Home schooling is also another opportunity—and improving 
technology would make this better over time.

Artificial intelligence allows for customization by learning style, provides the 
opportunity to take required subjects for however long is needed, and solves the 
interdependence problem. And because these computers will have an impact, 
investment in them won’t be wasted.

A Vision of a Future School

With these fundamental insights in place, we can now ask what a disrupted 
world might look like. Here’s one vision. Students would still go to school. What 
would be in the school? Banks of computers with virtual classes. Students would 
spend the bulk of their time doing virtual work. The school would provide music, 
drama, and athletics because these are the sorts of enrichment classes for which 
software will likely continue to be inadequate. Teachers would act as counselors, 
motivators, and mentors, as they would help each student develop, adhere to, 
and even possibly enjoy a customized learning plan. This arrangement would 
better serve the hardest-to-educate students, but it would also better serve the 
most motivated students, as students could tailor each class to their particular 
needs and, in modular fashion, take classes and materials from a variety of sources 
in a way a school system by itself could never assemble with any speed. Teachers 
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could spend more of their time working hands-on with individual students. In 
thinking through the jobs that we ask our schools and teachers to do, this plays 
much better to teachers’ strengths. And, as a bonus, it might also cost taxpayers 
less money. Everyone would win.
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